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China, the world’s most populous nation, is rapidly com-
pleting the fi rst two man-made rivers of what will be 
the greatest water project ever built by mankind—the 

South-North Water Diversion project (SNWD). With 1.35 
billion people, China has about 21% of the world’s population, 
but just 6% of the freshwater and only 9% of its arable land—
meaning that water available per person is just above 25% of 
the world average. This disparity shows what a huge challenge 
China faces, as it stays committed to feeding itself, while rapidly 
expanding energy supply and industrial production as it shifts 
from being a rural to an urbanized country. Nothing like this 
has been done before in China’s 5,000 years of history—or in 
the history of the world.

The government-funded SNWD project will transfer water 
along three waterways from the water-rich Yangtze River basin 
to the Yellow River basin in the north. This continent-size nation 
has large, but very unevenly distributed water resources. The 
great North China Plain is the national grain belt; the huge cities 
here, including the capital of Beijing with its 20 million people, 
are expanding rapidly, and the area is also an industrial center. 
But there is not enough water. As one of the world’s leading wa-
ter scientists, Prof. Xia Jun, emphasized at the Stockholm World 
Water Week in August, “The ability to move water around is 
essential, to distribute the water more evenly.” Lack of water 
is putting serious constraints on China’s economic growth, and 
the SNWD project will end that, at least for immediate period. 

Such projects are essential on 
other continents, and other nations 
or groups of nations have proposed 
great projects that would divert 
essential water supplies across wa-
tersheds on a national or continental 
scale, but China is the only nation 
actually building one which will affect 
its national water supply. 

• In Russia, the Siberian-Aral 
Canal, to divert some 7% of the 
waters of the Siberian Ob and Irtysh 
rivers south and west to the arid na-
tions of Central Asia and to revive 
the almost-destroyed Aral Sea, had 
fi rst been proposed over a century 
ago, and was fully researched and 
designed by the Soviet Union in the 
1970s and 1980s. Preparations were 
well underway when the project was 
halted in August 1986; the reasons 
cited were cost and environmental 
concerns.

• In the United States, the North 
America Water and Power Alliance, 
a project which would bring a small 
portion of the vast water resources 
of Alaska and Northwestern Canada 
south, to the fertile but relatively 

dry Prairie Provinces, the dry southwestern states, and even 
as far as northern Mexico, was issued by Parsons Engineering 
in 1964, but it was never implemented. The LaRouche Political 
Action Committee is leading a campaign to build NAWAPA 
XXI, to greatly expand agricultural production and create mil-
lions of jobs.

• And in Africa, the TransAqua project has been on the 
drawing boards since the 1970s. It is a plan to divert waters 
of the mighty Congo River northward to the parched Chad 
basin and the central Sahel Desert. More vital today than ever 
before, it is not being built. 

But China is addressing its water crisis on the massive scale 
required.

Redrawing the Map of a Nation
At the beginning of 2012, as Beijing put construction of 

the SNWD’s Central Route waterway into high gear, Cheng 
Xiaotao, deputy chief engineer at the China Institute of Water 
Resources and Hydropower Research, stated succinctly why 
the project has such priority: “China’s population has increased 
by 700 or 800 million in the past few decades, and people have 
also been fl owing into the cities with unprecedented speed. 
Urban industry is also rapidly expanding. This is something no 
other country has experienced. The water those people need 
just isn’t available locally.” 

China has a very complex water situation. The great North 
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China Plain—the largest in Asia, created by 
the silt from the Yellow River—and the Yang-
tze River valley have been densely populated 
and cultivated for over 3,000 years. China’s 
population has grown by 2.5 times in the past 
60 years, while the nation has maintained its 
commitment to food self-suffi ciency, requiring 
a constant increase in agricultural production, 
but remaining dependent on imports. The 
population of the two river basins is about 800 
million—over two and a half times that of the 
entire United States.

Building the SNWD project is an even 
greater challenge than the now-completed 
construction of the Three Gorges Dam.  After 
some four decades of discussion and study 
about whether and how to build this project, 
which was fi rst proposed by Mao Zedong in 
1958, it will start delivering water in the com-
ing two years. Two new, man-designed rivers 
will bring water from the Changjiang (Yangtze) 
River—the third longest river in the world,  
after the Amazon and Congo—to northern 
China. After severe drought at the end of 
the 1990s and depletion of the waters of the 
Huang He (Yellow) River, the SNWD project 
was fi nally put on the front burner in 2001. 
It is one of four national projects designed 
to redraw China’s economic division map, 
by strategically restructuring national water 
resources. Construction began in late 2002; 
by 2009, the government began to really step 
up investment.

Agriculture uses 75% of China’s water, 
close to the world average; usage has increased 
more than fi vefold since 1949. Rapid industrial 
growth is increasing demand for water, espe-
cially for energy generation; and urbanization 
and rising living standards mean increased 
domestic use of water. Beyond all this, insuf-
fi ciently advanced technologies, industries, and 
infrastructure, have all caused both ineffi cient 
use of water supplies and severe pollution of 
China’s waterways, especially in the East.

The SNWD project will use three routes 
(see boxes) to divert 5-7% of the water from 
the Yangtze River basin—which has a mean an-
nual fl ow of 1,050 billion cubic metres (m3), and 
more than 600 billion m3 even in extremely dry 
years—to the arid North China plain. When 
fi nished, the SNWD will carry some 44.8 bil-
lion m3 of water a year, more than the average 
fl ow of the U.S. Missouri River, which is over 
30 billion m3 a year. The project will link China’s 
two greatest rivers, the Yangtze and the Yellow, 
with the Haihe and Huaihe rivers in the North.

By the beginning of 2012, already some 
140 billion yuan (about $22 billion) had been 
spent for this government-funded project; 
another 64 billion yuan ($10 billion) will be 
spent this year, which E. Jingping, director of 
the central government’s South-North Water 
Transfer Project Offi ce, called the key period 
in the “three year decisive battle” to get the 
water fl owing north. The SNWD will change 
China’s watersheds: The waterways cut across 
the west-to-east fl ow of China’s major rivers.
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Water for China’s Economy
China’s annual water resources are about 

2,700 km2, the sixth most plentiful in the world, 
but per capita, this is just 26-28% of the world 
average, 88th in the world. China’s current 
water usage per capita is only 25% of that in 
America in the middle 1970s, Prof. Liang Ruiju 
and Dr. Shen Dajun wrote in their excellent 
2003 report on The State of China’s Water, pub-
lished by the Third World Centre for Water 
Management.

The late Professor Liang, former director 
of the China Institute of Water Resources and 
Hydropower, and Dr. Shen, a senior engineer 
at the China Institute of Water Resources and 
Hydropower Research, stressed that China’s 
water resources are very unevenly distributed, 
with about 80% in southern China, and just 20% 
in the north. China, like the rest of Asia, has a 
monsoon climate, with an annual rainy season 
in the Summer and a dry Winter.

Rainfall is much more abundant in the South; the Yangtze 
valley and southern China can get more than twice the rain as 
the North. Long-term mean annual precipitation is 648 mm, 
although in 2011 it fell to 556.8 mm, the lowest since 1951. 
The monsoon climate gives China signifi cant variation in the 
amount of rain falling in wetter and drier years, and there are 
often longer sequences of successive wet and dry years than 
in nonmonsoon regions. The differences between Summer 
and Winter rainfall are greater in China than in other regions 
at the same latitude, and differences in annual runoff are even 
larger than in precipitation, Shen and Liang wrote. In the South, 
mean annual runoff is 650 mm, but in northern China, only 74 
mm. Groundwater resources are rich in the South but scarce 
in the North.

The Yangtze valley and southern China have 36% of the 
cultivated land, 55% of the population, and 80% of its water re-
sources; the Northern Plain has 45% of the cultivated land, close 
to 40% of the population, but less than 20% of water resources.

China’s renewable internal freshwater resources were 2,113 
m3 per capita in 2009, only 28% of the world national average, and 
low in comparison with the vast resources of Canada, 84,495 
m3; the Russian Federation, 30,393 m3; and the United States, 
9,186 m3, according to the World Bank. They are signifi cantly 
larger than those of the other population giant, India, at 1,197 m3. 

Population density is very great: There are about 400 persons 
per km2 in the Northern Plain, where 440 million people live. 
Another 400 million live in the Yangtze valley, where population 
density is about 225 per sq km. Five eastern U.S. states—New 
Jersey, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Mary-
land—have population densities ranging from 450 to 220 
persons per km2, but their total population is just 25 million. 

Feeding this huge population is an enormous task. Northern 
China is the national grain basket, growing half the wheat and 
a third of the corn that the nation produces. There is intense 
double cropping: Winter wheat is grown during the dry season, 
and corn in the rainy Summer. In Shandong province, a key food 
producer, some areas grow two wheat crops and two corn 
crops a year.

Other water requirements are also great: Almost 75% of 
China’s power comes from coal; mining, processing, and burning 
coal consumes at least 10% of the country’s water, and the use of 
coal causes more pollution. China is planning to add another 450 
gigawatts of coal power by 2020, and to develop coal reserves 
in the very dry northwestern interior. While China is rapidly 
developing its nuclear energy—which uses far less water, which 
is only used for cooling, and the water is fully recyclable—even 

construction of some 27 planned plants will generate only about 
5% of China’s energy by 2020. Overall, China wants to produce 
1,400 to 1,500 GW of power by 2020, primarily using coal.

Urbanization, as noted above, is another particular challenge. 
As of 2007, more than two-thirds of China’s 600 cities were 
facing water shortages, 110 of them serious. Urban Chinese use 
300% more water per capita than rural residents. As of 2011, 
China became a primarily urban nation for the fi rst time in its 
millennial history. Last year, there were over 690 million city 
dwellers—51.3% of the population; there are now over 160 
cities in China with a population of over 1 million.

Yet at the same time, fundamental infrastructure is still lacking 
for hundreds of millions of people, and 323 million rural Chinese 
still do not have access to safe drinking water.

Management and Modern Technology
To meet these huge needs, Beijing has made comprehensive 

water management a leading national goal. One critical issue 
is modernizing technology: Water is used ineffi ciently, and the 
country urgently needs adequate wastewater treatment, and 
greatly expanded capacity to desalinate seawater, especially for 
its northern cities. The Chinese economy uses between 4-10 
times more water per unit GDP than more advanced indus-
trialized nations. As of 2003, Chinese industry was using 216 
m3 of water for every 10,000 yuan worth of industrial added 
value, ten times more water than in developed countries, the 
China Daily reported. Wastewater is often untreated: More than 
twothirds of it is directly discharged into rivers or the ocean, 
polluting 90% of the underground water in urban areas. The 
World Bank reported in 2009 that industry’s recycling rate is 
just 40%, compared to 75-85% in developed countries.

In agriculture, productivity from irrigation (meaning the 
increase in value of the agricultural product) is just US$3.6 per 
m3, the World Bank reported. The world average is $4.8 per m3 

in middle-income countries, and $35.8 per m3 in high-income 
countries. 

In January 2011, the national State Council announced 
that China will invest 4 trillion yuan ($635 billion) in essential 
water conservation projects over the next decade, doubling 
the amount currently being invested. In April 2012, Minister 
of Water Resources Chen Lei repeated the commitment. The 
central government’s fi rst offi cial document of 2011 declared 
that water management is a national priority, the fi rst time such 
a policy document has focused on water. “Floods and drought 
in recent years have exposed weaknesses in water conservancy 
infrastructure,” the document said.

Under the 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-15), policy is to mod-
ernize irrigation infrastructure and build effective fl ood control 
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and drought relief systems by the end of 2020, and harness 
important medium-sized and small rivers.  All rural areas should 
have safe drinking water by 2015, and water availability is to be 
improved in the arid western interior.

Beijing also will try to hold annual water consumption to 
below 670 billion m3 by 2015, which will require much improve-
ment in infrastructure and technology. The vital area of water 
management had been neglected, especially in the 1980s-’90s, 
China Daily commented in January 2011. “About one third of 
the irrigation facilities for the 53.33 million hectares of irrigated 
farmland in China have already deteriorated after years of ne-
glect,” the paper quoted Feng Guangzhi, chairman of the China 
Irrigation Districts Association. “With nearly no input from the 
central and local governments, the 1980s can be regarded as 
the low point for agricultural water conservancy in China. It 
was only in the early 1990s that the central government started 
constructing farmland irrigation systems again.” The China Insti-
tute of  Water Resources and Hydropower Research reported 
that investment in water facilities accounted for only 0.435% of 
GDP on average from 2007-09; this amount has to be doubled, 
the Institute said. 

Between 2006 and 2010, only about 100-140 billion yuan 
a year was used for water management, far below the 650 bil-
lion yuan spent on road construction and 450 billion yuan for 
railways. Investment focuses on repairing and maintaining older 
reservoirs, reinforcing water facilities to withstand disasters, 
providing safe drinking water, and conserving water, especially 
in the northern Chinese granary.

China is carrying out its fi rst-ever national water census be-
tween 2010 and 2012, to survey the state of rivers, lakes, water 
conservancy, and agriculture, industrial, and domestic water use. 
By the end of 2012, China will enact one of the world’s strictest 
plans to monitor all important bodies of water, and will centrally 
allocate water resources from the 25 rivers that fl ow through 
more than one province.

Cleaning up the Water
China is committed to tackling the huge problem of pollu-

tion, but not by shutting down industry, as the greenies of the 
West demand. Dr. Liang and Professor Shen wrote: “China’s       . 
. .  concentrations of water pollutants are among the highest in 
the world, causing damage to human health and loss in agricul-
tural productivity.” While pollution from much of the industrial 
wastewater has basically been controlled, now, they wrote, the 
major pollutants are organic pollutants from the chemical and 
other industries, and untreated urban domestic wastewater.

In 2001, just 5% of China’s rivers had water of Grade I and 
II of “The Surface Water Quality Standard.” The northeastern 
Songliao, Haihe, Yellow, and Huaihe rivers are all heavily pol-
luted, as are many large freshwater lakes. This especially affects 
the quality of the water along the SNWD’s Eastern Route. By 
mid-2010, seven years after construction of the Eastern Route 
began, water pollution remained a very serious problem. The 
UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) reported in 2010: 
“The project faces a number of logistical challenges, including 
the need to clean up water bodies at intersections through 
which the canals will pass. [The Eastern Route] crosses through 
53 river sections in China’s most heavily water-polluted area. 
Cleanup operations will account for 37% of the total invest-
ment. If completed on schedule, it will represent one of the 
most comprehensive water cleanup operations in the world.”

Beijing pledged to spend well over one third of its initial 32 
billion yuan ($4.6 billion) investment for the fi rst phase of the 
Eastern Route on pollution control, and demanded that local 
authorities along the route ensure that water quality be at least 
Grade III—the minimum standard for water that would be 
drinkable after treatment. Yet, in July 2010, SNWD central offi ce 

director Zhang Jiyao told China Daily: “There is still a long way to 
go before local authorities transform the Eastern Route into a 
clean-water corridor and ensure the quality won’t decline again.”

Over 400 pollution-control projects were built. As of July 
this year, authorities said the Eastern Route would be able to 
deliver clean water next year. Water quality in most of the 
Eastern Route’s canals had been brought up from “worse than 
Grade V” in 2006, to Grade III. “For the Eastern Route, pollution 
control is the key to success, as years of industrial pollution in 
the surrounding areas led to the extreme decline of local water 
quality,” according to an offi cial on environmental protection 
of the SNWD, China Daily reported July 26. The head of the 
Shandong Environmental Protection Department told the 
newspaper, “The pollution control tasks on the Eastern Route 
are the most formidable that I have ever seen.”

Potential of Desalination
Even the vast SNWD water project cannot meet all of 

northern China’s urgent water requirements; as Vice Minister 
of Water Resources Hu Siyi warned in 2010, if the population 
of Beijing continues to grow at current rates, even the 1 billion 
m3 water Beijing will get from the South-North Water Diversion 
project might not be enough. In 2011, following 12 consecutive 
years of drought, Beijing’s daily water supply has fallen to a maxi-
mum of 3 million m3. The capital’s per-capita water resources 
are just 10% of the world average. Two-thirds of the water for 
this city of 20 million now comes from groundwater, and this 
extraction has caused the average depth of groundwater to fall 
to 25 metres, down from 12 metres in 1999, the Global Times 
reported in May 2012.

Seawater desalination could make a critical difference for 
supplying water to the cities, if nuclear energy were used to 
power the process. Although technology is improving, desali-
nation is still expensive, especially for developing nations with 
really big populations and water needs. The biggest current 
seawater desalination plant in the Western Hemisphere, for 
example, is the non-nuclear-powered one being constructed 
in Carlsbad, near San Diego, California. It will produce some 
190,000 m3 of water daily, a small fraction of the 3 million m3 

Beijing uses every day.
China’s current desalination capacity is very small—660,000 

m3 a day in 2011—but the National Development and Reform 
Commission announced plans in February to expand that to 2.6 
million m3 a day by the end of 2015. The plan is to build a chain 
of desalination facilities in the coastal cities of Tianjin, Qindao, 
and Dalian.  Advanced desalination technology could also be 
used for wastewater treatment and control of pollution. The 
New York Times reported in October 2011 on the new coastal 
Beijing desalination plant near Tianjin, built with cooperation 
from Israel, to develop a concept project combining desalination 
and a modern industrial base. When the Beijing and other coastal 
desalination facilities are operating at full capacity, the potential 
will exist to transfer water to Beijing and other cities inland.

A crucial breakthrough would be to use nuclear power. 
Chinese scientists are developing a modular heat-producing 
High-Temperature pebble-bed nuclear reactor (HTR) at Tsin-
ghua University, west of Beijing. Such reactors are inherently 
safe; they were fi rst developed, and then abandoned, by German 
scientists, but now China is actually building one. A key reason 
for this project is that HTRs can be relatively small reactors 
which could supply heat for whole cities, and provide the power 
for desalinating seawater. 

China’s water crisis is not only an issue of resources; it is 
also an issue of distribution, underdeveloped technology and 
industry, and management. The South-North Water Diversion 
project is a crucial part of beginning to meet this crisis, for 
one-fi fth of humanity.


